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Sketchbooks (1978-1993)This book is a selection of drawings from twenty-five sketchbooks

that the writer and visual artist Sergio Altesor Licandro created over fifteen years, between

1978 and 1993. As a counterpoint for the drawings, twenty-four excerpts from his published

books also appear—poems, chronicles, essays, nonfiction pieces and novel excerpts—

providing a context for the 432 images that make up the work.The sketchbooks served as an

ideas lab for his work as a painter and printmaker, and also became visual diaries of his travels

in different countries. They document, among other places, Paris in the mid-80s; the urban

landscape of Copenhagen; the rich variety of images from pre-Columbian Mexican cultures;

the social environment of Nicaragua during the Sandinista era; the pack of street cats that

would gather in the late afternoons in the Parc de la Ciutadella in Barcelona; the avenues of

Stockholm and the forests on the islands of its grand archipelago.The drawings are arranged

by themes such as cities, forests, cats, portraits of friends and strangers, Paris, Mexico,

Nicaragua, prison (where the author himself was confined during Uruguay’s military

dictatorship), and erotic love, among others. Since these varied themes often appear in the

author’s novels and poems, the texts selected for this book (translated by Mary Hawley) both

complement the images and engage them in dialogue. The reader will thus encounter

reflections, descriptions, and poems that enrich and expand the meaning of the drawings, as

well as the aesthetic experience of the work itself.



Sketchbooks (1978-1993)Sergio Altesor Licandrotranslated by Mary HawleyBy Way of

Introduction: The Drawings of AnotherI’ll say it this way: the drawings published here were

made by another man. I am not that man, even though we use the same name and have the

same passport number. Let’s say I’m kind of a trustee for someone who, after closing his studio

and abandoning his work as a visual artist, left twenty-five sketchbooks in my custody as if they

were historical relics. He handed them over with a painful grimace, as if he’d been forced to

dispose of something that had cost him an essential part of his life as well as many hours of

work.Those sketchbooks have burned my hands ever since. It’s no small thing to be

responsible for a relic, and although I put the sketchbooks in a cardboard box and stored them

at the back of a shelf, where they remained untouched for many years, they kept burning my

hands. For long periods of time I could forget they existed, but they were always with me like a

wailing chorus that refused to be silenced, a series of images that sometimes appeared in my

dreams, demanding something I couldn’t understand.To make things worse, during all the time

that the drawings, within their twenty-five notebooks, lived inside a cardboard box, I moved

again and again, changing not only apartments but countries. And as the one responsible for

that relic, out of respect for that other man who’d put all his confidence in me, I always felt

obliged to bring them with me. The sketchbooks went from Sweden to Uruguay in 1998, from

Uruguay to Spain in 2000, from Spain to Sweden in 2001, and from there to Uruguay again in

2009. And within each of those countries I moved countless times, always carrying the

cardboard box, reinforced with packing tape after the wear and tear of so many moves. I

carried it everywhere as you might carry the urn of a beloved one whose death you can’t

accept, someone you refuse to bury and leave behind.Then for ten years the box was left in

peace, in a house in a quiet place where I have also lived in peace. For me, almost

imperceptibly, the man who gave me those notebooks twenty-five years ago has become a

remote and yet understandable figure, to the point that I’ve been able to use my knowledge of

his experience as an artist to create fictional characters in the three novels I’ve written since

taking charge of his notebooks. And so my duty to that other man no longer looms large

because I know, among other things, that his reliquary does not pertain to any ambition on his

part for a career in the art world. Undoubtedly the grimace he wore when giving me the

sketchbooks—I see it clearly now—reflected his unwillingness to compete in a world defined

by marketing strategies. But that’s another subject.Nevertheless the drawings, their presence in

those sketchbooks, inside the box that now resided in relative peace in the wardrobe of a small

bedroom that had come to serve as an attic, kept burning my hands. Sometimes I’d go into the

room looking for clothes or files and I’d have to move things around on the shelves. Then I’d

see the box and I’d say ah, those are that artist’s drawings, what am I going to do with them?

Will they end up in the trash if I disappear? But I’d move the box aside, take what I needed,

and forget it again.Then one day my friend Marcos Ibarra wrote to ask me for some poems for

an online magazine. His letter mentioned that he’d also like me to send a few drawings for the

issue. The only place in my house where there were drawings was in that box, and I went

straight to it without thinking twice. I wiped away the dust and easily pulled off the dried-out

packing tape. As I paged through the sketchbooks, a great many stories began unfolding

before my eyes, from travel notes about people and various urban landscapes (Paris,

Managua, Copenhagen, Mexico, Stockholm), to cities and fantastic jungles, erotic scenes,

forests, plants, Madonnas inspired by religious images, cats, nudes, prison cells, prisoners,

and portraits of friends and strangers, among many other things. The drawings varied from an



almost naturalistic level of detail to the most schematic abstraction, from harsh violence to

serene tenderness. I spent hours paging through them as if I’d never seen them before, as if I

were reading someone’s comic book describing the world. I was enthralled, filled with emotions

that ranged, like on a train in the Andes, from vertigo to contemplation.That’s when I

understood what my dreams were demanding of me, and I immediately decided to publish the

drawings. I thought about the man who’d given me the sketchbooks and imagined that now,

instead of a painful grimace, he wore the hint of a smile. I realized my sacrifice of carrying that

box around the world for so long actually meant something. If I had never buried the urn, it was

because it was full of life. Taking the sketchbooks out of the box and publishing the drawings to

share that life with others completed a great circle, made from loose puzzle pieces that had

finally fallen into place.Finally, I should clarify that this book isn’t an art book in the usual sense

of providing a showcase for an artist’s finished work. The sketchbooks were never meant to be

viewed as completed works of art, but instead were a place for recording a torrent of visual

ideas, a place for practice and experimentation, where visual work was often incubated. They

were permanent companions in my travels and, as such, became instruments of

documentation. They were also a space for personal reflection, at times combining written and

visual diaries, as can be seen on some pages. In short, these drawings were not made for

gallery showings or even to be printed in a book. Many of the sketchbooks are of poor quality,

with drawings bleeding through the other side of the pages. Their appearance doesn’t matter;

instead it’s the space they provide for the essentials of visual expression. It is precisely the

“sloppy” nature of the sketchbooks, typical of creativity’s whirlwind, that I wish to preserve with

their publication.Sergio Altesor LicandroRío Escondido, Parque del Plata, August 2019.The

Sketchbooks According to Pedro FontanaIt was as if his work would form itself from a

combination of shapes removed from a warehouse, an external repository that he’d filled over

time with everything that attracted him in other artists. That was how his drawings and

paintings came to lose their meaning. Every time he sketched a line he’d recognize it as a

device whose origin he’d forgotten, and the images created in this way became an artisanal

product disconnected from his soul. Whenever he picked up a pencil to draw, his hand knew

what to do without requiring his presence, without requiring him to believe in what he was

making. Then one day he grew disgusted with it all and abandoned the work. Instead he turned

to his sketchbooks, bringing them everywhere. With the sketchbooks he wanted to begin a

process of purification, of humility and openness to the visual world around him. After that

crisis, he focused on observing his surroundings and recording what he saw as if he were

seeing it for the first time. He got in the habit of carrying around a small sketchbook that he’d

discretely pull out on trains or buses, in parks, cafes, or waiting rooms, on planes or boats. For

a long time he avoided anything other than seeing and recording, like a form of creative

celibacy, forbidding his own interpretations and abstaining from any type of manipulation. It was

an ongoing exercise, an anonymous discipline in which the author, the I, did not exist, only the

work of a humble intermediary between the surrounding world and the sheet of paper.CatsEver

since I can remember, the moment a cat appears before my eyes I feel, even before

tenderness or admiration, a magical charge. In that breathtaking instant a force transports me

to another age of the world and of my own self. Who I am, who I believe myself to be in the

present, in everyday life, loses its meaning for a moment and I’m overcome by the emotion of

an encounter that isn’t happening within a human dimension. That other being captivates me

because I recognize him from the depths of my own being, as if at some point I had been him

and thousands of years in the evolution of Homo sapiens had erased the memory until this

moment. But with the flowering of a rare joy and my confidence in our ability to communicate,



the memory remains alive. Perhaps not the memory of having been a cat in another life, but

instead of a period in my humanity when we shared a forest life. Something softens in me,

becomes permeable, and I make a more or less successful effort to drop my human pose

when I go to meet him. Humility and the return to a moment when we were equals and

respected each other. And yes, then I admire his elastic elegance, his alert curiosity, his

beauty, his ability to live in the present. Cats, even those confined to apartments, wander with

the dauntlessness of bearing alive that other age of the world, and with the dignity of never

having yielded to human domination.Fontana Draws the Structure of ChaosThe naturalistic

idea of the jungle taken from his sketches was leading to another idea, where what mattered

was the language of chaos. He was no longer interested in portraying the jungle, but rather the

structure that couldn’t be seen from a rational view. His excitement had grown more acute

because on that night, Fontana left behind the normative external world to plunge like a wild

horse into the world of his subjectivity. There he found a wide-open door and understood—

even more, he knew with absolute confidence—that the structure of chaos was within him. With

that sudden insight he began to move beyond the entire order of figurative visuals. He set

aside his sketchbook, keeping some elemental forms that had simply become devices, but

went on developing the method of composition he’d spontaneously discovered at the start.

Which was: given two figures at the extreme ends of a rectangular plane, explore the

relationships and interior space that they create. That space full of mystery held an enigma

between two poles, a tension running from one side of the page to the other that only his

madness, his own chaos, could resolve. So each new image or posing of the problem became

a challenge, and all night long that center space was crisscrossed by lines, marks, and spots

uniting and dividing the figures. As the problem itself was defined, new dimensions emerged,

such as the relationship between the spots and the lines, the center and the edge, between

what moved and what was static. The images became a struggle, an infinite open frame in

which everything was related and interdependent because the spot was nothing without the

existence of the line and the dynamic marks lacked movement without the presence of static

figures. Over the course of the night he began to feel that he stood before the doors of totality:

a universe where everything was attracted and repelled, constantly destroyed and created. He

worked quickly but also outside of time. His body had become pure spirit, completely forgetting

itself, like an instrument of the universe whose function was to give form to matter.The Jungle

and the CityIn the middle of the jungle there was a triangle and a circle. Navigating the Río

Escondido downstream toward Bluefields, I asked myself why nature there was so

disconcerting. There was no foreground or background, no horizon ... only chaos and

movement. Nevertheless I could perceive a certain order, irrational and new, or rather a

primitive order with the force and dynamics of a time before humans. I soon found myself in the

past and the jungle was an untouched fragment of the original world that could disappear at

any moment. I was its last witness and in order to capture my vision I discovered, among other

things, the triangle and the circle.The cities of Mexico have intense, varied colors: chrome

yellow next to emerald green, ultramarine blue with Mexican pink and, of course, a lot of

whitewash. Paris was light gray, sometimes almost white. Montevideo was greenish gray and

Stockholm was light brown. But it wasn’t just their colors. The experience of living in cities was

overwhelming and anchored in personal histories, in people one had known or longed for,

memories, joys, fears, etc. Chaos was there too, but it was human chaos and its dynamics and

intensity were of another kind. It was a self-destructive expression of human power over nature.

The city had become the rational center of civilization and nature a rarity, an idealized

privilege.The jungle existed at a distance. The jungle was clearly outside of me and could be



seen. The city, on the other hand, was like a mirror set too close, but it was also an extension

of my inner self. I knew its language too well to decipher it; I myself was part of it. The city

blinded us while the jungle allowed us to view our lost paradise with nostalgia. I couldn’t turn

my back on this problem. It would have been an escape, like denying my own existence.

Painting the city was thus inseparable from painting myself.
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